The property of a conic: "if the projections of K, any point on a tangent, on the directrix and the focal radius of the point of contact be / and U respectively, SU = e . KI," is known as Adams's Property. The statement of the above property in terms of the polar coordinates of K is the equation of the tangent. Hence, if the eccentric angle of the point of contact is a r cos (B -a) = e . KI = e . NX = e {NS + SX) = -er cos 6 + b, or -= cos (8 -a) + e cos 6 is the equation of the tangent.
VI
projections of K on the axis and on the perpendicular through G to SP respectively, GU = e . KI.
From the similar triangles KGI, PZM, --= --, KG PL
P7
Therefore _ = -= _ , or GU = e.KI. 
A Problem in Confocals
By ROBERT J. T. BELL.
In the standard text books on Analytical Geometry the following problem occurs in the exercises on confocals:
The product of the four normals from a point P to the ellipse
*' where ^ and A 2 are the a -o parameters of the confocals through P.
In the volume of solutions to the examples in C. Smith's " Conic Sections " two methods of solving the problem are given, the second of which, it is pointed out, is due to A. R. Forsyth. The following method is on much the same lines as Forsyth's, but seems to be more direct.
